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AWS Edge Locations are part of the Amazon CloudFront content delivery network (CDN), and they
play a crucial role in improving the performance and delivery of content to end-users. Here are key
points about AWS Edge Locations:

Amazon CloudFront:1.

Description: Amazon CloudFront is a content delivery service that securely delivers
data, videos, applications, and APIs to customers globally.
Edge Locations: AWS Edge Locations are part of the CloudFront CDN and serve as
caching endpoints distributed globally.

Edge Locations vs. Availability Zones:2.

Difference: While Availability Zones are isolated data centers within a specific AWS
Region, Edge Locations are distributed globally and are part of AWS's global content
delivery network.
Functionality: Edge Locations primarily serve to cache and deliver content to end-users
with low latency.

Global Distribution:3.

Number of Edge Locations: AWS has a network of Edge Locations around the world.
The number of Edge Locations may change as AWS expands its infrastructure.
Purpose: The global distribution of Edge Locations improves the availability and
performance of content delivery to end-users.

Caching and Content Delivery:4.

Content Caching: Edge Locations cache content, including images, videos, and other
static assets, to reduce latency and improve the delivery speed to end-users.
Dynamic Content: CloudFront can also be configured to cache dynamic content and
deliver it with low latency.

Use with CloudFront Distributions:5.

CloudFront Distributions: When a user requests content, the request is directed to the
nearest Edge Location. If the content is not present in the cache, CloudFront retrieves it
from the origin server (e.g., an S3 bucket) and caches it at the Edge Location for
subsequent requests.
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Dynamic Content: CloudFront can be configured to handle dynamic content, streaming
media, and SSL/TLS termination.

Reduced Latency:6.

Closer to End-Users: Edge Locations are strategically located to be physically closer to
end-users, reducing the round-trip time for content delivery.
Improved Performance: By caching content at the Edge Locations, users experience
improved performance and faster load times.

Origin Fetch and Cache Behavior:7.

Origin Fetch: When content is not in the cache or has expired, CloudFront fetches it
from the origin server.
Cache Behavior: Cache settings, expiration times, and cache behaviors can be
configured to optimize content delivery.

Use Cases:8.

Static Assets: Ideal for caching and delivering static assets such as images, stylesheets,
and JavaScript files.
Streaming Media: Supports the delivery of streaming media, including videos and
audio.
API Acceleration: Improves the performance of API endpoints by caching and
delivering responses from nearby Edge Locations.

Billing Considerations:9.

Data Transfer Costs: Data transfer costs from Edge Locations to end-users are
generally lower than data transfer costs between regions or between AWS services.

AWS WAF Integration:10.

Description: AWS WAF (Web Application Firewall) can be integrated with CloudFront
to provide protection against common web exploits at the Edge Locations.
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